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the installation of this plugin works on windows vista, windows 7 and windows xp. on windows xp, select the plug-ins menu in the windows control panel. then click on autocad 2013 and select customize plug-ins. from there, click to the right of 3dpiping which will open the plug-in installer window that you need to click on ok to restart autocad. in the
3dpiping plug-in menu, move the 3dpiping block icon to the desired drawing space and click on the block. you can adjust your home, color, height, depth and diameter parameters as well as turn on or off the 3dpiping attribute. you can also choose to create a 3dpiping block from existing autocad objects by right clicking on an object and selecting add to
3dpiping from the drop down menu. on the bottom of the properties pane, you can choose the type of the block. as the block is not positioned in the drawing, you may want to change the block's location by dragging it to the desired position. the block's current location is shown by the asterisk cursor and the location is displayed on the block's title. thank

you very much for your help. there was a problem with the project was installed on 32-bit machine and i did not have the 64-bit version, i downloaded it and tested it. i want to build a model in a way that every time i choose a building unit system, the autocad drawing automatically generates two block sets – a base model with the building unit system and
then a basic model with all the important information related with the building unit system (normally only one block set). i hope this question can help you find a solution.
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am trying to activate 2014 on my macbook pro. keep getting the message, "the application version that was selected to be activated differs from the version that this tool runs in" u have accesed the app then clik on "activate" u start the activation process the app closes and i get the message. activation fails. started a 30 min mail to autodesk support
with this info and the system with no reply so far. problem appears on mac. any ideas? hello, anyone in here? i'm trying to activate the 2013 version of this software on my windows 10 pc. when i load the application i get the error message, "the application version that was selected to be activated differs from the version that this tool runs in" i am getting

"the application version that was selected to be activated differs from the version that this tool runs in" when i try to activate this file. is there any way to update the registration key? sorry didn't noticed there were comments. correct, it can only be executed in 2013, however to do so you have to activate your activation key, it can be done at the same
time you are installing the software, just select the option: install the open-source software. my advice, please dont ask me about payment links, i am not affiliated with them hello, i have a warm greeting, i have revoked your application and it works excellent in autocad 2014, but since i can not install 2016 and 2017, maybe i'm doing something wrong,
downloading the link and executing it, now i'm doing it right. i asked the application installed in all versions instantly or there to route it to be so i tried to load through customize, and although i load the icons when invoking them does not recognize them..! that's why i come to you to see that it could be happening in this respect. waiting for your answer

attentively felix 5ec8ef588b
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